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The publication of SAFE script

An open access script (java) available on Google 
Engine platform, using Google super computers

Required: minimum of 8 Gb RAM; a descent 
internet connection 



The snow avalanches deposits are still detectable 
in the riparian areas, late winter (clear sky 
conditions for images)

What it does: annual mapping of deposits at the end 
of the season

Key parameters: time (later winter) and spatial mask 
(riparian zones)

What data: Landsat archives (4,5,7,8 and 9), SRTM30 
and MODIS monthly snow coverage

What index? NDSI (transferable for Landsat)

Output (a): 33 years frequency map of avalanches

Output (b): the list of the most vulnerable villages, 
roads and powerlines

Output (c): the trend of avalanches number and 
surface area

The concept of SAFE



The concept of SAFE



Validation 
of SAFE

Comparison with Google Earth
Probability of Detection: 0.77
Positive Predictive Values: 0.96

SAFE and other avalanches 
remote sensing method 
accuracy (* POD)



Comparison of SAFE automatically extracted 
deposits using Landsat with manually digitized 
avalanches using high resolution images (SPOT-6)

Overlap of the two datasets: 62% of common surface

SAFE is time saving and accurate enough to extract 
the deposits

SAFE can be automatically run over large areas. For 
example in Afghanistan:

- 30,000 km², 

- 32 years of deposits, 

- 12 hours for all years with a 2.2 Gb/s connection

Validation of SAFE



3-Dimension view of the 32 years avalanche 
depositional zones maps in Khinj village in 
Afghanistan (ArcGisPro)

Yearly inventory map of snow avalanche depositional 
zones in the Amu Panj basin: 1990-2021: 

a, Surface area classification; 
b, Avalanche depositional zone frequency per number of 

roads, villages, and subcatchments in the basin; 
c, An example map of avalanche frequency

An 
illustration



Vulnerabilities and priorities
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Evolution of avalanches: no significant 
trends

 Snow depositional zone area and elevation trends since 1990 in the Amu Panj basin. Elevation was calculated 
within each polygon of avalanche deposits using SRTM-30 Digital Elevation Model. Mann-Kendall p-value 0.05 test 

was conducted avalanche to assess the significance of the trend.



A word for the users of SAFE

Our recommendations:

• 200 m buffer

• 0.31 to 1  NDSI threshold

• Late April to Late June 

Spatial Mask Temporal Mask NDSI



Concluding word
SAFE is a universal script, duplicable anywhere 
where avalanches are predominant

SAFE was validated and showed good performances

The script is open-access and does not require 
significant computer skills

A support for decision makers, especially on road and 
other infrastructures planning

SAFE also looks at remote areas, where few if not no 
knowledge is available on avalanches

Regional and international scales

MSRI current work on SAFE:

Two projects in Tajikistan (WFP and WB), trainings and 
script improvement
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